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In the last period of Mughal dynasty the establishment of school

continued Muslim school had been daily efforts to include mods

knowledge in the curriculum along with traditional knowledge sir

Sayed gave special consideration to it in his educational movement

.in this article Aligarh educational movement and effort made

before it are taken into consideration.
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,  Al-Minhaj, being the Evolution of Curriculum in the Muslim 

,,,-  Educational Institutions of India.





Ð/ A Plan of Muslim Educational Reform 
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Promotion of Learning in India during Mohammadan 

 Rule.
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 Selections from Educational Records.  Sharp, H.  
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The Bengali Reaction to Christian ,**+,
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  Missionaries and Education in Bengal.  Laird, M.A. *,
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Islamic Revival in British India,  Metcalf, Barbara *,
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, 1860-1900.
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Education of Indian Muslims: A Study +*Ð+

/ of All India Muslim Educational Conference.
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